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 By 2 Wheels 2 Capes, "Moto piedzīvojumu klubs ''"apPasaule'''', Latvija 

The plan: March 26 – April 9, Uganda, 2000 km. 

After nearly a month and a half of travelling just two together, we have reached 

Uganda and we are just on time to meet our beloved girls and a few friends who, 

as previously planned, are coming to spend some time with us here. This is not 

going to be an easy breezy week with friends though. We have already agreed 

through emails on a fairly intense and varied itinerary to explore this land. The 

Nile, mountains, parks with gorillas and other beasts – will we manage 

everything? 

 

Reaching Uganda and the Equator 

On the afternoon of March 26, after a few hours spent at the border, we are in 

our ninth country on the black continent – Uganda. We head straight to Kampala, 

where we have a meeting with Sabrina, the EU Delegation worker, scheduled for 

tonight. She once worked in Lusaka office in Zambia and the news of our 

expedition reached her shortly after our visit to that place. It turns out that 

Sabrina’s husband Arthur is also a passionate motorcyclist and travels just like 

us. So, without thinking twice, they invite us to stay at their house throughout 

our time in Kampala. What can be nicer from a humane point of view? Besides, 

this is, of course, a big help to our expedition’s finances (we end up staying in 

Kampala for a longer time than planned). Our friends are arriving only late in the 

evening the next day, but we still need to solve some logistical and technical 

issues in Kampala, so we reach this place the day before, as planned. 

On the way to the capital, we stop by the significant geographic phenomenon – 

the Equator, which contrary to our expectations is marked with a small, humble, 

brown plate on this side of the road. Either way, we take notice of it and make 

some photos, and now we are in our native Northern Hemisphere. This fact 

reinforces our feeling that we are actually approaching the home, which, to be 

honest, we have already started to miss a little bit... 

 

The Capital City of Uganda - Kampala 

As the dusk sets in, we reach Kampala, whose population has grown to 4 million 

today. This mass catches the eye as we approach the suburbs. The place is 

literally swarming with people – everyone is trying to sell something to others 

along the entire roadside. In the middle of this bustle, large and not so large 
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motorized vehicles are mixed with carts drawn by donkeys or cows or pushed by 

people and loaded with a variety of goods. The biggest challenge on the road is 

created by numerous motorbikes or boda-bodas, which move around chaotically 

and can be called a hectic microcosm in its own right. From a hill, it is clearly 

seen how this mass of transport affects the urban environment – there is pretty 

solid smog hovering above the city centre as a grey haze. We are certainly not 

delighted by this situation, but we have no choice but to breathe in one rhythm 

with the locals. 

 

Facing Traffic Jams 

A bigger trouble is in store for us when we blindly follow Garmin and, driving 

along the most direct route, get navigated into the very centre of the city and 

the road leads us along the bus station. The traffic is totally jammed here at the 

end of the working hours. This is not the same traffic jam we are used to seeing 

back home in Riga, when something is moving forward, although slowly. Here 

the movement stops COMPLETELY. Buses, microbuses, trucks, passenger cars 

and a million of bikes somewhere in the middle, all are basically rooted to the 

ground. They are making attempts to hustle through in all directions, centimetre 

by centimetre, with absolutely no traffic regulation. Besides, all the street sides 

are full of vendors selling all and everything to all and everyone, while the buyers 

are elbowing themselves through the crazy crowds and traffic from one side of 

the street to the other. To cut a long story short, the bustle is unimaginable and 

nothing is moving ahead. In some places, even small boda-bodas have no option 

but to stop dead. We are wondering how people and bikes manage not to be run 

over, but, on second thought, they do get into trouble. In front of our eyes, one 

biker gets squeezed between two buses and a couple of pedestrians are knocked 

down. 

Once we are in the middle of this chaos with our giant bombers (this is how we 

want to call our bikes compared to the small and nimble two-wheelers swarming 

around), we realize that there is no way back, so we try to fight our way through 

this madness at a snail’s pace. To make things even worse, Mārtiņš’s bike fuel 

filter has only some metres left to live and, as the bike gets overheated, its stalls 

from the lack of fuel every now and then, because the pump can’t push the fuel 

through the clogged filter, so the bike is not moving forward. Every five minutes, 

Mārtiņš has to give the bike some rest and wait until a little fuel will be pushed 

through the filter again. This whole thing is quite painful and it seems that we 

about to give up pretty soon. When we break free from this traffic jam in 2 hours 



and reach the needed place, Arthur and Sabrina, having learnt which road we 

took, are not surprised that we are late for the dinner. Sane people don’t even 

poke their nose there with any vehicle. Ever... 

 

Warm Hearted Reception 

From the first moment we get a feeling that we are in the company of very 

pleasant and hospitable people. The place has a really convenient location: the 

well-equipped house is situated in a good and quiet area, we get our own 

bedroom and there is enough space for our bikes in the guarded yard next to 

Arthur’s hefty BMW 1200 GS bike. He and the members of his club, BMWers for 

the most part, tour around Uganda and the neighbouring countries quite 

regularly, but they have never been on such a long trip as ours. From the sound 

of it, this is what they would like to do... 

Delighted about the shower, the good beds and the Internet, we can finally draw 

a deep breath after the rush to this city. There is a pleasant surprise in store for 

us the next morning when the lady housekeeper serves us a warm breakfast on 

the table. Arthur has arranged an appointment for us with the local repairman 

Ibra, who has procured powerful auxiliary LED lights for Mārtiņš’s bike, as the 

additional xenon lamp installed 8 years ago has died and good lighting can come 

in very handy when travelling through Africa at night. All those oncoming 

vehicles that do not know how, or do not want, to switch off the high-beam 

headlamps should better watch out! Now Mārtiņš, who generally rides in front, 

will have his own arguments against them. 

 

Visit to the EU Delegation 

We take Sabrina’s advice and hire the local boda-boda taxi drivers with bikes for 

our morning visit to the EU Delegation, where we have a meeting arranged with 

representatives of the management and some project managers. The 

development coordination manager Theo has a picture on the wall of his office 

where a younger version of him is seen riding on the roof of a train. Along with 

the discussions on the current projects, we take great interest in his story about 

his travelling across Africa in this manner in the distant 1980s. We make an 

arrangement to stop by a few projects supported by the EU while travelling 

through Uganda and head for the Ethiopian embassy, where we are supposed to 

receive the visa that is absolutely crucial for our further journey. At the embassy, 

however, we get a clear answer that they issue visas only to those people who 

live in Uganda, so we realize that we’ll have to pull through somehow in order to 



enter Ethiopia, but at this moment we are still unaware of the nightmare we are 

about to face when conquering that country... 

 

Local Repairmen Ibra 

Both the local EU Delegation and the EU Ethiopian office, which Sabrina has 

contacted, undertake to do everything possible to help us solve our problem. We 

also contact the consular girls from our Ministry of Foreign Affairs and they also 

promise to help. We have a feeling that we have done everything in our power to 

settle this issue, so we go to the repair shop where Ibra works. Mārtiņš’s bike 

has to be fixed first, because the most critical problem is the fuel filter. This is 

not the first time that Mārtiņš runs into this problem, so he happens to have a 

spare filter ready, and after a short while Ibra and him get to work to replace it. 

Besides, the knot of wires of the old auxiliary lamps is removed and the new 

super LEDs are now in place. Towards evening, Mārtiņš can breathe a sigh of 

relief, as the bike is in order and now he will be able to keep the promise given 

to his wife to take her for a ride on his two-wheeler across Uganda. Andžs’ bike 

has to stay at Ibra’s garage for a week, during which the repairman will fix it 

without haste. Andžs has not fully recovered from his Tanzanian somersault yet 

and decides to spend this week riding in the jeep with his friends. 

 

Our People are here! 

Andžs’ girlfriend Eva has arrived in Kampala the previous night, but for various 

reasons they get the chance to meet only today. So now the three of us are 

awaiting the rest bunch flying from Riga through Amsterdam. It turns out that 

something goes not the way it should, the flight is delayed, and we get the 

message that our friends are likely to arrive a few hours later ... and that their 

luggage, unfortunately, will not reach Kampala today. KLM makes a promise to 

deliver it the next day to any specified address in Uganda. To make our waiting 

time more productive, after the joint dinner Sabrina and her friends take us to a 

larger home party in Kampala where we spend a couple of hours having fun. 

Here we meet people who for the most part are working in representations of 

various international organizations in Uganda. This is quite a mixed bunch of 

people, but everyone who gets to hear the story of our trip perceives it with a 

fairly large amount of enthusiasm – it seems that their daily life is much greyer 

than our adventures over the last six weeks. 

In the depth of the night, Mārtiņš receives a call from his beloved wife Agnese 

that she and our friends Lauris, Indriķis and Dāvis have finally arrived, and very 



soon all of us meet at a pre-booked hotel. Hugs, kisses and tears of joy – our 

people are here and we can start a different phase of our trip, this time in a 

bigger company of our fellow country folks...;) 

 

Trouble with the Mobile Phone 

In the morning, we discover that yesterday Mārtiņš left his iPhone somewhere in 

the taxi, as his mind was totally set on hugging his dear wife. On the third try, he 

manages to reach the taxi driver by the phone and he promises to rush here with 

the iPhone. It appears, however, that the driver or someone else, out of curiosity 

or for some other reason, has entered the passcode more times than allowed by 

the manufacturer and now the classy Apple phone is locked and basically 

unusable. Since the African Internet speed is so slow, it takes Mārtiņš’s phone 

almost two weeks to get fully restored from the cloud backup copy, but as they 

say – slow and steady wins the race, and soon Mārtiņš has all the 

communications again... 

 

New Destination - the Nile River 

After wandering around Kampala for a while, we set off on the road to our first 

adventure – the head of the Nile River at Lake Victoria in Jinja. Our plan is to go 

sightseeing around the place and boating along the Nile rapids offered by the 

local tourist entertainers. As we are coming out of Kampala, our friends can now 

see with their own eyes what the local city traffic really is, because it takes a 

couple of hours for the jeep to get out of the 20 km long traffic jam. Mārtiņš 

together with Agnese dive into the boda-boda stream on his bike and move 

forward rather quickly, dodging the traffic just as deftly as the locals are doing, 

but occasionally pulling over to await the friends with a cool drink on the 

roadside. This is a small, but very nice consolation in the 35 degree heat. 

 

“Roadside café” 

Uganda and other countries in the region once were covered in dense rainforest, 

but nowadays only a few of the forests have survived, especially in this country. 

As we have been told before, there is a park on this side of the road, which is 

almost the only place in the area where the rainforest has been preserved it its 

natural state. Everything else is deforested. We stop by for a moment to enjoy 

the true tranquillity and peace that this place can offer. Before hitting the path 

leading to the rainforest, we are surrounded by yet another bustle on the 

roadside – men and women, dressed in Pepsi vests with numbers on the back 



run helter-skelter and mob our vehicles, trying to sell just about anything – 

grilled meat on skewers, beverages, biscuits and fruit. We are somewhat hungry 

and decide to have a bite in this “roadside café” so that our growling stomachs 

do not keep us from enjoying the peaceful rainforest a few moments later. In the 

evening we reach Jinja where we stay overnight in a campground on the bank of 

the Nile. Together with the friends, we shovel down small fish from Lake Victoria, 

sip some beer with a beautiful view of the Nile at sunset and then drop asleep in 

the bungalow beds after this long day. 

To be continued. 
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